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a b s t r a c t 

Analyzing research activities over time can give insight into the research trend and knowledge structure 

of a domain. Research publication activity of a topic can be measured by a network of keyword terms and 

their relations in the specific area. The paper analyzes medical topic networks to interpret how clusters 

and keyword terms change over time. Keywords are extracted from 9730,671 research publications of 

twenty medical topics over 40 years. Experiments show there is cannibalism which occurs when one 

cluster is consumed into other clusters of medical topic networks in 50% of the medical topics analyzed. 

The decrease of modularity values of cannibalism topics shows that research topics collaborate actively 

and that multidisciplinary fields have emerged over time. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

A social network is a network that consists of members in a

group as nodes and their relationship as links [1] . Nodes and links

can be defined differently in many kinds of networks [2] . A com-

mon type of network is a collaboration network. Scientific collabo-

ration networks represent how scientists are connected to other

researchers. Scientific publications, usually called co-authorship

networks, are one of the most tangible, well-documented forms of

scientific collaboration [3] . 

Generally, the expertise of scientists is examined by their pub-

lication activities. Many researches have revealed the structure

of scientist communities by analyzing the co-authorship network

among scientists. However, not only researchers have collaboration

with their publication activities. Like scientists, research topics also

have relations. 

Like with scientists, the trend of a topic can be examined by

its publication activity. There are many scientific papers in a topic

and many keywords in a paper. Terms are defined as the core key-

words in an article. The collection of terms represents the behavior

of a topic. Therefore, research publication activity is defined as the

number of publications on the topic analyzed by term occurrences.

The main goal of this research is to show a common pattern

of changing scientific research networks among topics. Research

publication data, including publication year, journal assigned key-

words, and author assigned keywords, were collected from Web of

Science and PubMed. Medical topics are selected in this paper be-
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ause they have a more defined structure compared to other do-

ains. Keywords are extracted in each topic from articles to make

erm networks. Keywords that are less related to the topic are

liminated. Temporal networks were created with the remaining

eywords for each topic and each time period. 

This paper suggests analyzing term networks in a medical topic

o learn how the topic is changing over time. In the term net-

orks, nodes are topic-related keywords and two nodes are linked

f they both appeared in a single article at least once. The medi-

al topic networks were analyzed to reveal how they are changing

ver time and to find a common characteristic in the networks.

,017,486 keywords extracted from 9,730,671 research publications

f twenty medical topics were analyzed. The main finding from the

esearch is that in many topics nodes are being merged to create a

arge component as time passes. Network values are compared to

nderstand when this phenomenon appears. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next chap-

er reviews the related works. Section 3 describes methods used

or term network analysis in medical topics. Section 4 presents the

xperiments and results on term networks. Section 5 discusses the

esults and limitations of this research. Finally, Section 6 concludes

he paper and suggests future work. 

. Literature review 

A social network is a collection of people who are connected

y their social relationship [4] . There are many types of social net-

orks, and the interest in networks spans multiple fields such as

ocial sciences, physics, epidemiology, and biology [5] . Social Net-

ork Analysis (SNA) has been widely used to understand creativity

6] , innovation [7] , job performance [8] , management consulting

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2016.05.017
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
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9] , promotion [10] , turnover [11] , and unethical behavior [12] in

anagement research. It is also used in life sciences [13] , electrical

ngineering [14] , computer science [15] , ecosystems [16] , biology

17] , and various other fields. 

Social network analysis has been considered an approach for

nalyzing patterns of relationships and interactions between so-

ial actors to discover underlying social structure [18] . The social

ctors include directors of companies [19] , organizational behav-

or [20] , inter-organizational relations [21] , and computer-mediated

ommunications [22] . 

One of the social networks is co-authorship networks: nodes

re paper authors, joined by edges if they have written at least

ne paper together [23] . Researchers interact not only to commu-

icate research activities but also to collaborate with each other

o produce research and co-author research results [24] . Scientific

ollaboration has seen huge growth in recent decades, with re-

earch groups becoming the minimum unit of the scientific sys-

em in many areas [25] . Since collaboration has the potential to

romote research activity, productivity, and impact [18] , there is a

ositive correlation between collaboration and co-authorship [26] . 

Newman [4] analyzed seven scientific collaboration networks

nd found that networks are small worlds. A small world is any

air of people of a network connected to each other through one

r more mutual acquaintances [27] . Kim and Perez [3] analyzed

ollaboration networks in the industrial ecology research domain.

he research suggests that co-authorship maps increase scientific

roductivity and that the multidisciplinary field of research is con-

inuously growing. These two researches were conducted to find

he hidden structure of scientific networks. 

Other researches focused on the role of each node. Wasserman

nd Faust [2] discovered hub nodes, leaders, gatekeepers, highly

onnected groups, and patterns of interactions between groups.

ademani and his colleagues concentrated on the publication ac-

ivity of the individual researcher, while Chandrasekhar [28] and

odgkin [29] worked to know characteristics of Nobel Prize win-

ers. 

Communities are common structures in complex systems [30] .

ommunities are defined as groups of nodes with dense intra-

onnections and sparse inter-community links [31] . Community

etection examines the structural information of a graph to di-

ide it into partitions, communities [32] . A community detection

lgorithm suggested by Newman [33] is a widely used method.

he method uses modularity as a quality function. Another method

eveloped by Louvain [34] is also commonly used because of its

ow computational complexity and high performance. This method

onsiders the consolidation ratio when merging communities as

ell as modularity. 

However, community structure is affected by dynamic effects

35] . Holme and Saramaki [36] generalized a randomized model

o dealing with dynamic communities of temporal networks. The

asic idea of the method is to randomize or reshuffle original event

equences to remove time-domain structure and correlations. Palla

t al. [35] evaluated the community evolution by joint networks of

ime t and t + 1 . 

Quattrociocchi et al. [37] suggested the importance of analyzing

 dynamic network, not a static network. The paper analyzed the

volution of citation networks and co-authorship networks. The

ork shows how the network values of citation and co-authorship

raphs are changing over time respectively. Graph density and

odularity values decrease in both networks. 

Michel et al. [38] analyzed a corpus of digitized texts in books

s a linguistic approach. The analysis enables the quantitative in-

estigation of cultural trends. The results provide insights about

elds as diverse as lexicography, evolution of grammar, and col-

ective memory. They analyzed frequency of keywords by year or

egion and language. The work performed text analysis instead of
etwork analysis to help understand the knowledge structure of a

omain. 

The previous research focused on frequency of words used in

exts. The research analyzed the occurrences to find cultural phe-

omena. However, the research did not analyze a network. Other

revious papers analyzed social networks and the structure of net-

orks. In the present research, medical topic networks were an-

lyzed with nodes as keywords. The present paper combines the

wo approaches, research network analysis and analysis of keyword

ccurrences. 

. Method 

The goal of this research is to analyze the evolution of re-

earch networks over time. Medical topic networks represent core

erms of the topics. The networks consist of keywords as nodes

nd their relations as links. Keywords of a topic are extracted from

 whole set of research publications in the topic. Extracted key-

ords are examined by their relevance to the topic over time. Less

elated keywords are eliminated. Through this process, the remain-

ng more relevant keywords are used to represent the topic. 

Once keywords are extracted, then the networks are formed

ith each time period. The topic networks are created according

o each topic keyword and time period. Every network was mon-

tored to reveal how it evolves and when one topic cluster is ab-

orbed by another, defined as cannibalism . After networks are ex-

mined visually, network properties are calculated to explain when

he network shows cannibalism. Basic network properties like net-

ork size, graph density, and modularity are calculated. 

.1. Research publication activity 

Research publication activity over time can be considered a rep-

esentation of knowledge. It is analyzed by the number of publica-

ions on each topic and the relation between topics. The activity on

 specific topic can be viewed by the number of publications on a

pecific topic analyzed by keyword occurrences. The keyword set

sed to define each publication can be supplied by the author or

he publication journal based on a predefined set of keywords or

xtracted from the title or the abstract. The basic time frame for

valuating topic publication activity was set to one year. Smaller

ime frames were analyzed but seemed less significant due to the

imeline of the research activity, which is periodic over the course

f the year so smaller time segments cannot be used. 

Research publications in different domains were analyzed. The

esearch topics in each specific time period were identified. There

re several clusters in the topic. Many keywords are included in a

luster. A keyword in a topic is a sub-topic or a related topic of the

esearch area. Cannibalism in the network in this study means one

esearch topic keyword cluster is consumed into other clusters. It

ndicates that keywords in the different clusters are getting close

o each other. 

.2. Related topic identification 

Evaluating connectivity, or communication, between research

opics is based on identifying first the related topics. This is done

y classifying multiple topics that appear in the same research ar-

icle, as identified by the selected keywords. This means that if an

rticle contains any two topics, then those two topics can be con-

idered to be related to each other. Once two topics are marked

s related, the change of the topics’ activity over the whole time

eriod viewed was analyzed. 

The research topic analysis method includes the following

teps: 
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Fig. 1. Example of relevant keyword pairs and occurrences. 
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– Select a topic and download articles parsed by fields within

the time period (field parsing includes title, author key-

words, journal assigned keywords, abstract, and article con-

tent). 

– Extract the publication year and list of specific topic key-

words associated with each article. 

– Count number of appearances per year of each keyword. 

– Identify possible relations between keywords based on mul-

tiple keywords appearing in a single article. 

– Identify changing trends over time between possible rele-

vant keywords: 

For every two related keywords 

For every year 

If both keywords have at least two years ascending values at

similar times 

If both keywords have descending values in the following

year 

Mark keyword trend similarity as “relevant”

Else 

Mark keyword trend similarity as “irrelevant”

Else 

Mark keyword trend similarity as “irrelevant”

Fig. 1 displays identified possible similar keyword pairs with

their temporal occurrences. Examples of keywords identified as

“relevant” according to above method are marked in red boxes. 

3.3. Evaluating performance of keywords extraction 

Only keywords marked as relevant were analyzed in this re-

search. Relevant represents both the article author’s opinion and

occurrences in a specific time period. 

Relevant keyword terms T 1, T 2 for a given set of arti-

cles { A 1 , . . . , A n } , time series { t 1 , . . . , t n } , where | T 1 t j | is the

number of T 1 term appearing at time t j are defined as: 

{
( T 1 , T 2 ) | T 1 , T 2 ∈ A i , ∃ j, 

∣∣T 1 t j 

∣∣ > 

∣∣T 1 t j−1 

∣∣, 
∣∣T 1 t j−2 

∣∣, 
∣∣T 1 t j+1 

∣∣

& 

∣∣T 2 t j 

∣∣ > 

∣∣T 2 t j−1 

∣∣, 
∣∣T 2 t j−2 

∣∣, 
∣∣T 2 t j+1 

∣∣}

The two keyword terms T 1 and T 2 appeared in the same article

and received local maximum of number of appearances in articles

published in the same year. 
Other methods of identifying relevant keywords such as identi-

ying correlation were considered. However, methods such as Pear-

on Correlation assume normal distribution and linearity of the

ata which does not exist since the data is represented by sparse

ultiple peaks of keyword occurrences followed by long empty

ime periods of no activity on the topic. Other methods, such as

pearman Correlation, require the variable to be monotonically re-

ated to the other variable, whereas our data is non-monotonic.

any methods exist which try to identify the degree of correla-

ion between two variables. However, we consider keywords to be

elevant to a specific topic if there is a single change (ascending

ollowed by descending) of the occurrence of two keywords at the

ame time and at least one author is considered to identify both

eywords as relevant in the same article. 

The ratio of related keywords and eliminated keywords was de-

ned as the number of relevant keywords over the number of all

erms (sum of number of relevant and irrelevant). The ratio of rel-

vant keywords and eliminated keywords differs by topic and pe-

iod. 

Table 1 shows a comparison of other methods correlation cat-

gorization compared to the cannibalism analysis method used

ere. The table shows that other methods require the data to be

onotonic in the case of Spearman correlation or normal and

inear distribution in case of Pearson correlation. Furthermore, if

pearman correlation can be viewed as requiring perfect correla-

ion and the Pearson correlation as requiring imperfect correlation,

he proposed method only requires local correlation in a limited

ime period. In these categories the method used here is least re-

trictive compared to commonly used methods. The method used

ere allows the analysis of data which is more heterogeneous com-

ared to the standard correlation methods. In addition, the method

as an advantage over the statistical methods by including high

everage points and therefore taking into account outlier points.

hese outlier points depict new research, and the present work fo-

uses on the change over time of these new research topics. The

oal of this research is to be able to classify topics that are not al-

eady identified as correlated and to identify how new clusters are

ormed over time based on existing clusters. 

The ratio is different by parsed field even in the same topic.

here are fields to describe data elements of articles predefined

y each database. Generally an article contains author-defined key-

ords and journal-defined keywords. As a result, the ratio can be

ifferent according to which field is used to extract keywords. In

his research, networks consist of keywords as nodes, so using the

est field to extract keywords is important. The analysis of the rel-

vance of each field is described in the Experiments Section. 

.4. Network creation 

Medical topic networks are created with extracted keywords af-

er eliminating less relevant ones. The data listed in Fig. 1 includes

eywords, publication years, and the number of co-appearances

etween two keywords. From this data set the topic network can

e designed using a force-directed graph algorithm. The purpose

f the force-directed graph drawing algorithm is to position the

odes of a graph in two-dimensional or three-dimensional space

o that all the edges are of more or less equal length and there are

s few crossing edges as possible, by assigning forces among the

et of edges and the set of nodes, based on their relative positions,

nd then using these forces either to simulate the motion of the

dges and nodes or to minimize their energy [39] . 

Force Atlas is a force-directed layout close to other algorithms

sed for network spatialization [40] . Forces in a force-directed lay-

ut make nodes repel each other while edges attract their con-

ected nodes. These forces let the movements converge to a stable

tate. The repulsion force F is proportional to the product of the
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Table 1 

Correlation methods categorization comparison. 

Method Data relation requirements Probability density Probability distribution Correlation requirements Data consistency Leverage points 

Pearson Non-monotonic Normal Linear Imperfect Homogeneity Low 

Spearman Monotonic Normal Non-linear Perfect Homogeneity Low 

Cannibalism Non-monotonic None Non-linear Local Heterogeneity High 

Fig. 2. Layout algorithm with and without nodes overlapped. 
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o  
egrees of two nodes plus one ( deg + 1 ) . This value changes by

ovement speed, scale, gravity, and other factors for the layout.

he coefficient k is defined by the user settings. 

The force between two nodes F ( n 1, n 2) is defined as: 

 ( n 1 , n 2 ) = k 
( deg ( n 1 ) + 1 ) ( deg ( n 2 ) + 1 ) 

d ( n 1 , n 2 ) 

The denominator d ( n 1, n 2) means distance between two nodes.

his formula is a modified version of an existing formula for clus-

ering energy models. Noack [41] suggested a similar formula with-

ut ( deg + 1 ) but just with the deg . The degree plus one layout al-

orithm is important to cover a node with zero degrees but also

ave some repulsion force. 

Preventing node overlap is also important for network visual-

zation. Fig. 2 shows an overlapping case and preventing an over-

apping case using the Gephi network analysis and visualization

oftware [42] , with k value set to 100. The graph on the left in

ig. 2 is an original graph without links of the topic of mycology

rom 1985 to 1994. The graph on the right is the same graph with

he prevention of overlapping nodes. If the distance between two

odes is positive, then there is no overlap. In this case, d ( n 1, n 2) is

eplaced by d ′ ( n 1 , n 2 ) = d( n 1 , n 2 ) − size ( n 1 ) − size ( n 2 ) to compute

he force: 

 

′ ( n 1 , n 2 ) = k 
( deg ( n 1 ) + 1 ) ( deg ( n 2 ) + 1 ) 

d ′ ( n 1 , n 2 ) 

If the distance between two nodes is negative, then the two

odes are overlapped. Preventing node overlap is also important

or network visualization. Then there is no attraction between

hem and the repulse force is calculated as follows: 

 

′ ( n 1 , n 2 ) = k ′ ( deg ( n 1 ) + 1 ) ( deg ( n 2 ) + 1 ) 

The last case: if d( n 1 , n 2 ) = 0 , then there is neither attraction

or repulsion force. 

After the layout algorithm ran to form a network, nodes are col-

red by their cluster and the size represents its degree. The size of

abels is proportional to node size. 

Fig. 3 is an example of a created network on the topic of mi-

robiology. 
.5. Network measures 

The distance between a pair of nodes in a graph is the length of

he shortest path between the two nodes. This is the definition of

etwork diameter [1] . By definition, network diameter can be com-

uted after all the shortest paths of every pair of nodes are calcu-

ated. A network consists of nodes and edges. Degree is the number

f edges linked to a node. Every node has degree of 0 or a posi-

ive value. If a node has 0 degrees, then this node is isolated. There

re no other nodes connected to this node. A higher degree means

here are many directly connected nodes. The average degree of a

etwork is computed as twice the number of edges divided by the

umber of nodes. 

The density of a network is defined as twice the number of

dges divided by the number of nodes ( N ) multiplied by ( N − 1 ).

he denominator N( N − 1 ) means the number of possible edges. It

s an indicator for the general level of connectedness of the graph

43] . Modularity is a measure of the quality of a particular divi-

ion of a network [44] . This value is larger than or equal to –1/2

nd smaller than 1. If the modularity value is high, then the graph

as a greater chance to split into two communities [45] . In this

tudy, modularity is used for analyzing whether nodes are getting

erged. In other words, the meaning of clusters in networks has

eakened over time. 

.6. Cannibalism identification 

Created networks of a topic were analyzed by network mea-

ures. For each topic, seven different networks are generated and

nalyzed by each time period. For each topic four networks rep-

esent a sliding window over time: 1975–1984, 1985–1994, 1995–

0 04, and 20 05–2014. Another four networks represent a cumu-

ative shrinking time window: 1975–2014, 1985–2014, 1995–2014,

nd 2005–2014. The last network is identical in both views. The

liding time window allows only a narrow time view of the ac-

ivity in the research topic while the shrinking window allows a

roader viewpoint of the networks with a cumulative time period.

f there is any tendency for one cluster to be consumed by an-

ther cluster, then the topic is considered a cannibalism topic. If
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Fig. 3. An example network of microbiology. 

Fig. 4. A cannibalism topic - diabetes. 
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one cluster is not clearly absorbed by another cluster but the over-

all nodes are merged together and form one large cluster, then it

is considered a weak cannibalism topic. Weak cannibalism is de-

fined as two clusters having each at least 30% of the overall nodes

in a given time period followed by merger of the two clusters in

the following time periods. Cannibalism identifies one topic con-

suming the other while weak cannibalism represents a merger be-

tween the two topics where it is not clear which cluster absorbed

the other. If there are no changes of the clusters, then the topic is

non-cannibalism. 
Figs. 4–6 illustrate each topic classification. Fig. 4 shows how

 diabetes network changes over time. One separate cluster and

he other clusters are combined together. Fig. 5 is an example of a

eak cannibalism topic in the epidemiology network. In Fig. 5 the

rst two time periods display two clusters that are set apart with

ach containing more than 30% of the nodes. The two clusters form

ogether in the last period. There is no obvious cannibalism pat-

ern, but the change of clusters makes all the nodes form one large

omponent. An example of a non-cannibalism topic is shown in

ig. 6 . No change of clusters is observed in the oncology network. 
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Fig. 5. A weak cannibalism topic – epidemiology. 

Fig. 6. A non-cannibalism topic - oncology. 
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. Experiments 

.1. Data 

PubMed and Web of Science provide access to multiple

atabases of references and abstracts on biomedical topics. Arti-

les were extracted to analyze research publication activity from

oth data sources according to topic keywords such as: angina, di-

betes, diphtheria, epidemiology, genetics, hematology, hepatitis, im-

unology, infectious disease, in vitro fertilization, microbiology, my-
ology, nephrology, obesity, obstetrics, oncology, ophthalmology, ortho-

edic, poliomyelitis, and virology. 

The analysis time span is 40 years, from 1975 to 2014. Re-

ated keywords were identified based on one year time periods

onsolidated into ten year time windows. For each topic four

etworks represent a sliding window over time: 1975–1984,

985–1994, 1995–20 04, and 20 05–2014. Another four networks

epresent a shrinking time window: 1975–2014, 1985–2014, 1995–

014, and 2005–2014. Some topics, including angina, hematology,

ephrology, ophthalmology, orthopedic, and virology, did not have
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sufficient articles to create a network from 1975 to 1984. The

number of records for each topic ranged from 8,845 (poliomyelitis)

to 2,734,571 (genetics). 

Two keyword search field tags were used from each data

source. Web of Science has WC (Web of Science Category) and SC

(Subject Category). PubMed has MH (MeSH Terms) and OT (Other

Term). MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is a vocabulary thesaurus

for indexing and organizing terms in the life sciences, developed

and controlled by the United States National Library of Medicine

(NLM). MH and WC are journal or web database assigned terms in

contrast to OT and SC, which are author-assigned tags. 

4.2. Experiments 

Extracted keywords are different by tags and source of data, so

an experiment to select the best tag was performed. To compare

the performance of each tag, the ratio of relevant keywords and

irrelevant keywords was computed. 

The occurrences of a keyword of each year were analyzed to

compare the trend similarity of every pair of keywords. If two key-

words have a similar trend, then the keywords are marked as rel-

evant and are connected in the network. On the other hand, if two

keywords have no similar trend, then they are marked as irrelevant

and there is no link between them. 

Only trend similarity of keywords marked relevant is included

in the networks. As a result, a total 128 networks of 20 topics

with 7 different periods are created. The networks are analyzed to

identify cannibalism. The topics are divided into three categories:

cannibalism, weak cannibalism, and non-cannibalism, described in

Section 3.6 . 
.3. Results 

.3.1. Keyword classification 

Fig. 7 (a) analyzes the type of keyword field tags in classifying

elevant keywords versus number of records. The highest is when

xtracting by using the OT field tag. The most relevant keywords

re extracted with OT compared to the other three tags in every

opic regardless of the number of records. The extraction of rele-

ant keywords is about 50% using WC, SC, and MH tags, while for

very value using OT it is over 50%. 

Fig. 7 (b) also shows the percent of relevant keywords compared

o number of terms. The X-axis is in logarithmic scale. MH and OT

ags from PubMed extract many more terms compared to Web of

cience data. Although the MH tag can extract the most terms, the

ercentage of relevant keywords is the highest using the OT tag.

ig. 7 (a) and (b) show that OT is the best performing tag. As a re-

ult, it was used for the keyword network analysis in the following

esults. 

Fig. 7 (c) shows that the percent of relevant keywords is not

ffected by the number of records. Fig. 7 (d) illustrates how the

ercent of relevant keywords changes over time in 20 topics. The

raphs are decreasing to the right side. Therefore, the keywords

re less related to each other in the same topic as the time win-

ow expands. 

.3.2. Topic categorization 

Half of the twenty topics show cannibalism and six topics have

eak cannibalism. The other four topics are categorized as non-

annibalism topics. Table 2 shows each category type and relevant

opics. 
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Fig. 8. Modularity of topic cannibalism (a), weak cannibalism (b), and non-cannibalism (c). 

Table 2 

Topic categorization. 

Type Topic 

Cannibalism Diabetes, Genetics, Hepatitis, Immunology, Infectious 

disease, Microbiology, Mycology, Obesity, 

Ophthalmology, Virology 

Weak cannibalism Diphtheria, Epidemiology, Hematology, In vitro 

fertilization, Obstetrics, Poliomyelitis, 

Non-cannibalism Angina, Nephrology, Oncology, Orthopedic 
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.3.3. Network measures 

The most distinct network property between cannibalism and

on-cannibalism topics is changes of modularity values. Modular-

ty is one measure for the partitioning of a network [46] . Fig. 8 (a)

hows the values are decreasing as the periods are getting shorter.

his change concurs with the cannibalism; nodes in one cluster

re consumed by another cluster. In general, the values decrease

n Fig. 8 (b) when the period is changed to the past ten years for

eak cannibalism topics. However, Fig. 8 (c) shows the modularity

alues of non-cannibalism topics do not change much. 

Another network characteristic is average degree of the net-

orks. As explained in Section 3.5 , all of the nodes in a network

ave degree, which represents how many links are connected to

he node and the average degree of a network is calculated by

wice the number of edges divided by the number of nodes in the

etwork. If the average degree is high in a network, then there are

any connections among the nodes. The X-axis of Figs. 9 and 10

epresents the time periods of networks and the Y-axis represents

verage degrees. 
Fig. 9 (a) shows that the average degree of cannibalism topics

hanges slightly. In Fig. 9 (b), the values of weak cannibalism topics

ecrease rapidly. Fig. 9 (c) shows there are no obvious changes in

on-cannibalism topic networks. 

On the other hand, Fig. 10 shows that the networks values

hange considerably regardless of type of topics in the ten-year

liding time window. Fig. 10 (a) shows the values go up and down

t every period of cannibalism topics. Fig. 10 (b) shows the average

egree values of weak cannibalism topics peaked at 1985 to 1994

nd then decreased. The values of non-cannibalism topics change

pposite to those of weak cannibalism topics in Fig. 10 (c). They are

oosted in the last period. 

. Discussion 

The experiments show that there is cannibalism in the network

f medical topics, where cannibalism of a network is defined as

ne cluster consumed into other clusters. The results identified

hat cannibalism occurs in 50% of topics analyzed in medicine and

lassified the main reasons that lead to cannibalism. Some of the

opics do not exhibit exact cannibalism, but nodes get closer to

ach other. Overall clusters move to form one large component. 

20 topics were selected in the medical domain to analyze the

emporal change of the networks. The medical topics were ana-

yzed because there is a well-defined structure for the research ar-

icles of the area of medicine. Although the twenty topics cannot

epresent all the topics in the medical domain, this research ana-

yzed a large data set. In total, 9,730,671 articles were analyzed.

he size of topics varies from 8,845 articles of poliomyelitis to

,734,571 articles of genetics. In addition, 1,017,486 terms are ex-

racted from the research publications. The number of terms is less
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Fig. 9. Average degree (cumulative period) of topic cannibalism (a), weak cannibalism (b), and non-cannibalism (c). 
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than the number of articles because many keywords overlapped in

a same topic and between topics. 

The medical topic networks consist of nodes and edges. Nodes

are keywords in the topic and edges are co-occurrence between

two keywords in the same article. The keywords of an article are

defined by author or journal. There are two tags to indicate key-

words of each database: PubMed and Web of Science. The ex-

periments showed that PubMed data contain many more relevant

terms compared to Web of Science data, which could be con-

tributed to the PubMed specialization in medical articles. Addition-

ally, the OT tag was the best to extract keywords. 

The twenty topics were classified into three categories: canni-

balism, weak cannibalism, and non-cannibalism. The results indi-

cated that ten topics have the cannibalism pattern. There was no

obvious cannibalism, but clusters are combined together over time

in six weak cannibalism topics. The remaining four topics are cate-

gorized as non-cannibalism topics. There was no noticeable cluster

movement in the non-cannibalism topics. 

One limitation of this research is the use of trend similarity to

detect the relation of two keywords, as described in Section 3.2 .

Trend similarity is a method to compare the occurrences of two

keywords. Only links between similar trend keywords were in-

cluded in the networks. However, the relation between them can

be changed to other measures. Existing mathematical correlation

measures like Pearson’s product-moment coefficient could show

other results in detecting relations between them. 

One issue that should be considered is differentiating between

keyword matching and concept matching, as stated in Cambria and

White [47] . In Section 3.1 we mention that the keyword set used to

define each publication can be supplied by the author or the pub-

lication journal based on a predefined set of keywords or extracted
rom the title or the abstract. However, to avoid keywords that

ave multiple meanings, we used in the experiments only concepts

upplied by the authors or by the journal. These concepts can in-

lude single keyword or multiple keywords. 

Another limitation of this research is the lack of diverse ap-

roach to analyze the networks. The network measures were

ecorded for each topic and period to distinguish between canni-

alism and non-cannibalism topics. But as explained in Section 4.3 ,

nly modularity and average degree were valid to identify each

opic type. Other supervised learning methods such as decision

rees, neural networks, or ensemble methods can be applied to an-

lyze the networks and identify when the cannibalism occurs. 

Despite the limitations, this research showed that there is a

imilar pattern of cluster changing of many topics. Like scientists

ollaborate with other researchers, even from different fields, the

esearch topics also collaborate with each other. Moreover, nowa-

ays as multidisciplinary fields have emerged, the boundary of

lusters in the medical topics has weakened. 

. Conclusion 

The paper presents cannibalism in medical topic networks. Can-

ibalism of a network means one cluster is consumed into other

lusters. Twenty topics were analyzed for the moving of nodes or

lusters of the networks. Research publication activities of each

opic were collected and representative terms were selected to cre-

te networks of the topics. The topics were categorized by exis-

ence of cannibalism. Ten out of twenty topics have obvious can-

ibalism in their networks. Six topics do not show cannibalism

learly, but the clusters of the networks are also converged. Over-

ll, the distances between clusters are being shortened. 
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Fig. 10. Average degree (sliding window period) of topic cannibalism (a), weak cannibalism (b), and non-cannibalism (c). 
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For future study, a greater selection of topics of different do-

ains can be analyzed. Future research can expand to other do-

ains of medical topics, and domains in other fields, including

cience, technology, and humanities, can be analyzed. In addition,

he meaning of keywords of topics can be analyzed to detect more

learly the emergence of core terms or categories. 
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